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We are delighted to introduce you to our brand-new 
Longman Zambia Secondary Catalogue.

Longman Zambia offers you the widest choice of 
educational materials in Zambia!

Our materials

Longman and Heinemann materials have been 
developed to meet all your new curriculum 
requirements. Our materials, in a range of subjects, 
include both Learner’s Books and Teacher’s Guides. 
These are specifically developed to make learning 
and teaching easy, enjoyable and meaningful for both 
learners and teachers.

Representatives’ visits

Our experienced and well-trained sales representatives will be visiting your school during the 
course of this year to show you sample copies of our wide range of titles.

Contact us

Please feel free to contact the Longman Zambia office should you have any queries.

Thank you for considering Longman products for use in your classroom.

We wish you a happy and successful teaching year!

Yours in education,

Mabvuto Zulu

General Manager

Longman Zambia
Longman Zambia, Plot No. 1281, Lungwebungu Road, Rhodespark, Lusaka, Zambia

Tel: +260 21 1251166   Cel: +260 979 251166   Fax: +260 21 1252485

Email: mabvuto.zulu@pearson.com

www.pearson.com/africa 

Dear Teacher 
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Longman Zambia – books that you can trust!
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LONGMAN
Biology Grade 10
Longman Biology offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

This book is accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that offers 
teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities 
in the Learner’s Book.
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9789982194921

9789982194938

Biology Grade 10
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Business Studies Grades 8 and 9 
Longman Business Studies offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Colourful illustrations and photographs.

These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that 
offers teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and 
activities in the Learner’s Book.

LONGMAN

9789982195362 9789982196291
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Business Studies Grades 8 and 9

9789982195379 9789982196307
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LONGMAN
IciBemba Grades 8 to 10
Longman IciBemba offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• Full coverage of the outcomes for listening, speaking, reading and writing skills.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning of grammar structures.

• A variety of reading and comprehension texts, including stories, poems and articles.

• Assessment activities at the end of each unit.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that 
offers teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and 
activities in the Learner’s Book.

9789982196192

9789982194822

9789982194082
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IciBemba Grades 8–10

9789982194099 9789982196208 9789982194839
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LONGMAN

These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that 
offers teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and 
activities in the Learner’s Book.

Chitonga Grades 8 and 10
Longman Chitonga offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• Full coverage of the outcomes for listening, speaking, reading and writing skills.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning of grammar structures.

• A variety of reading and comprehension texts, including stories, poems and articles.

• Assessment activities at the end of each unit.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982194129 9789982194808
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9789982194136 9789982194815

Chitonga Grades 8 and 10
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LONGMAN

These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that 
offers teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and 
activities in the Learner’s Book.

Cinyanja Grades 8 to 10
Longman Cinyanja offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• Full coverage of the outcomes for listening, speaking, reading and writing skills.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning of grammar structures.

• A variety of reading and comprehension texts, including stories, poems and articles.

• Assessment activities at the end of each unit.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982194167

9789982196239

9789982194785
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9789982194792 9789982196246 9789982194174

Cinyanja Grades 8–10
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LONGMAN

These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that 
offers teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and 
activities in the Learner’s Book.

Civic Education Grade 10 
Longman Civic Education offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982194983
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9789982194990

Civic Education Grade 10
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The Learner’s Book and its accompanying CD are complemented by 
a Teacher’s Guide, which suggests what methodology to use, and a 
Teacher’s CD with easy-to-use files with answers and/or solutions 
to activities.

978998219490797899821963149789982195386

LONGMAN
Computer Studies Grades 8 to 10
Longman Computer Studies offers:
The Learner’s Books are each accompanied by a CD, which works as follows:
• The CD contains files and folders that learners will need in order to work on some of the 

activities in the Learner’s Book.

• In the Learner’s Book, such activities have an icon of a CD next to them, to advise the learners 
that they will need to use the CD to do a particular activity.

• The files and folders on this CD are arranged according to chapter. There is a document on the 
CD that lists the content. 

• These files were developed using Microsoft® Windows 7 and Microsoft® Office 2007. The 
files were output in Compatible Mode, so that they can be read and used by earlier versions of 
Microsoft® Office. 
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9789982195393 9789982196321 9789982194914 

Computer Studies Grades 8–10
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These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that offers 
teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities in 
the Learner’s Book.

978998219486097899821961309789982195225

LONGMAN
English Grades 8 to 10
Longman English offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• Full coverage of the outcomes for listening, speaking, reading and writing skills.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning of grammar structures.

• A variety of reading and comprehension texts, including stories, poems and articles.

• Assessment activities at the end of each unit.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.
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9789982195232 9789982196147 9789982194877

English Grades 8–10
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LONGMAN
Local Languages Literature Grades 8–10
Longman offers a collection of high-quality literature in all genres for secondary schools.  
The various titles cater to different reading interests, abilities and ages, offering something 
for every learner. 

These titles all meet the requirements of the new curriculum.

9789982191036 9789982190350 9789982191005

97899821903679789982191012 9789982190985
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See the Book List for other English Literature titles

9780582488502 9780636092884 9780636044760

97806360820699780636098152 9780435908300

9789982194597 97804359056209789982191029
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This book is accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that offers teaching 
guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities in the 
Learner’s Book.

LONGMAN
Geography Grade 10
Longman Geography offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982195027
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9789982195034

Geography Grade 10
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This book is accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that offers teaching 
guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities in the 
Learner’s Book.

LONGMAN
History Grade 10 
Longman History offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982195003
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9789982195010

History Grade 10
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This book is accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that offers teaching 
guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities in the 
Learner’s Book.

LONGMAN
Home Economics Grade 8
Longman Home Economics offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982195300
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See the Book List for other Home Economics titles.

9789982195317

Home Economics Grade 8
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These books are each accompanied by an Answer Book/Teacher’s 
Guide that offers teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises 
and activities in the Learner’s Book.

LONGMAN
Mathematics Grades 8 to 10
Longman Mathematics offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982195249 9789982196154 9789982194846
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9789982195256 9789982196161 9789982194853

Mathematics Grades 8–10
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These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that offers 
teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities in 
the Learner’s Book.

LONGMAN
Religious Education Grades 8 to 10
Longman Religious Education offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning. 

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Colourful illustrations and photographs.

9789982195287 9789982196253 9789982194969
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9789982195294 9789982196260

Religious Education Grades 8–10
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These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that offers 
teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities in 
the Learner’s Book.

LONGMAN
Science/Integrated Science Grades 8 to 10
Longman Science/Integrated Science offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982195263 9789982196178 9789982194884
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9789982195270 97899821948919789982196185

Science/Integrated Science Grades 8–10
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These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that offers 
teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities in 
the Learner’s Book.

LONGMAN
Biology Grades 11 and 12
Longman Biology offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982196390 9789982196413
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See the Book List for other available titles.

97899821964069789982196420

Biology Grades 11 and 12
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These books each include a Teacher’s Guide that offers teaching 
guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities in the 
Learner’s Book.

LONGMAN
English Grades 11 and 12
Longman English offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• Full coverage of the outcomes for listening, speaking, reading and writing skills.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning of grammar structures.

• A variety of reading and comprehension texts, including stories, poems and articles.

• Assessment activities at the end of each unit.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982196338 9789982195959
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9789982196345 9789982195966

English Grades 11 and 12
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LONGMAN
English Literature Grades 11 and 12
Longman offers a collection of high-quality literature in all genres for schools. The various titles 
cater to different reading interests, abilities and ages, offering something for every learner. These 
titles all meet the requirements of the new curriculum.

97806360052669780582461475

9780435905361

9780636071520

9780636071537

9780636096547

9780435913502
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See the Book List for other English Literature titles.

9780435913588 97804352331129780435912024

9780435905569 97804359120559780435910082

9780435910136 9780435905668 9780435906573

English Literature Grades 11 and 12
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These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that offers 
teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities in 
the Learner’s Book.

LONGMAN
Mathematics Grades 11 and 12
Longman Mathematics offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982196352 9789982195935
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See the Book List for other Mathematics titles

9789982196369 9789982195942

Mathematics Grades 11 and 12
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These books are each accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that offers 
teaching guidelines and answers to all exercises and activities in 
the Learner’s Book. 

LONGMAN
Science Grades 11 and 12
Longman Science offers:
• Full compliance with the knowledge, skills and values of the new curriculum.

• A variety of activities to support skills development and application of knowledge.

• Many exercises to reinforce learning.

• Content presented in clear and simple English, at the learners’ level.

• Assessment activities and content summaries at the end of each chapter.

• Informative illustrations and photographs.

9789982196376 9789982195911
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9789982196383 9789982195928

Science Grades 11 and 12
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LONGMAN
New Secondary Atlas
The New Secondary Atlas features all the latest facts, figures, maps and information!

This colourful atlas is filled with a rich variety of resources that make learning authentic and exciting.

The New Secondary Atlas is ideal for learners preparing for Junior Secondary and Senior Secondary 
IGCSE or Cambridge ‘O’ Level examinations. The Senior Secondary syllabi of MSCE in Malawi, 
GCE ‘O’ Level in Zambia, NNSC in Namibia, BGCSE in Botswana and COSC in Lesotho are also 
comprehensively covered.

Key features
• Geographical skills
• Special sections on:
 –  Botswana, Lesotho, 

Malawi, Namibia, Zambia 
and Zimbabwe

 –  SADC
 –   African regions and Africa 

as a continent
 –  Comprehensive 

continental and world 
coverage

• An extensive range of 
thematic maps, diagrams, 
graphs and statistics

• Graded activities for junior 
and senior learners.

9789982194594

See the Book List for other atlases available.
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LONGMAN
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English
The ultimate DVD-ROM resource for reference 
and practice. Never be lost for words again.

•  230 000 words, phrases and meanings

•  165 000 corpus-based examples

•  Integrated Collocations Dictionary with 
more than 65 000 collocations

•  Integrated Thesaurus with over 18 000 
synonyms, antonyms and related words

•  Register notes focus on the differences 
between spoken and written English

•  3 000 most frequent words in spoken and 
written English highlighted

•  Clear definitions using only 2 000 
common words

•  88 000 pronounced examples and 
1 million additional corpus examples

•  147 000 collocations + 48 000 synonyms, 
antonyms and related words

•  Thousands of interactive exercises 
including practice for FCE, CAE, CPE, 
IELTS and TOEIC

•  Longman Vocabulary Trainer – the quickest 
way to learn and revise vocabulary 

•  Longman Writing Assistant – write correct 
English first time, every time

9781447954200

9780582075177 9780582344587

9781405880787 9781408218327

See the Book List for other dictionaries available.
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Fiction

Level 5

9780435893606 9780435893620 9780435893637 9780435893651

9780435893675 9780435894283

9780435892920 9780435892968 9780435892975 9780435892999 9780435893002 9780435893033

Level 4

Junior African Writers Series

The Junior African Writers Series (JAWS) offers young readers exciting and interesting stories 
set in Africa.

Level 4 offers learners advanced reading material. More complex sentence 
structures and vocabulary develop learners’ English skills. Issues such as 
drugs, corruption, gender and power make compelling reading.

Level 5 is the upper level in the Fiction strand. It is aimed at advanced learners who are looking for 
stories that are challenging but which still use controlled language and content. At this level, the 
series does not hesitate to ask learners to think hard, or occasionally to shock them into looking 
again at what is happening around them.
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HIV/AIDS

The Junior African Writers Series 
(JAWS) HIV/AIDS readers offer 
young readers exciting and 
interesting original stories set in 
Africa. The JAWS HIV/AIDS readers 
aim to instil the knowledge, skills, 
attitudes and values that will 
enable our children to confront 
the pandemic that is sweeping 
through our world.

These books are intended for 
readers aged five to nine.

9780435893682 9780435899073

Level C

Discovery
JAWS Discovery – this information series aims to instil 
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values that will enable us 
to confront issues facing Africa today.

9780435039875 9780435075033 9780435896263 9780435898571 9780435898588

9780435898595 9780435898922 9780435898939 9781408230763 9781776002948
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Health
JAWS Health – this information series aims to instil knowledge, skills, attitudes and 
values that will enable us to confront health issues facing Africa today.

9780435035341

9780435896249

9780435074999

9780435898779

9780435075002

9781776003211

9780435154769 9780435896232

9780435075019 9780435075026 9780435075040 9780435075057

African Greats
This series of four books explores the Africans who have excelled in
the fields of writing, thinking, sport and music. It introduces readers
to potential role-models who could shape the way they see success.
It celebrates the great people who make Africa such a special continent.
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